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Strategic Goals

High School Prom
Prom Date
Cirque
Create a stunning and unforgettable prom
Exceed expectations and caliber of typical dances
Entertain guests in a curious and mysterious way
Maximize budget to provide memorable experience

The focus of this cirque-inspired prom theme is to mystify and excite your guests!  Your 
guests will feel as if they have stepped into a circus surrounded by mysterious and 
amazing circus performers.  Centered high above the dance floor will be draped crimson 
and gold fabric to make guests feel like they are standing under the center of a circus tent.

Guests will be entertained throughout the night as they roam around the venue to watch 
performances from an LED Glow Dancer, Contortionist, and a Stilt Walker towering above 
your guests.  They will be mesmerized by the mentalist reading minds and the magician 
performing close-up magic.

We want your guests to be in awe with your theme and leave your prom astonished and 
amazed at the magic they witnessed.  
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The LED Glow Dancer will catch the eyes of every guest with their vibrant LED hoops that twirl in the air to 
create mesmerizing shapes and colors.  The LED Glow Dancer will perform for the first two hours of your 

prom.  This is a great entertainment option to have at the enterance of the venue to excite your guests as 
they enter.

LED Glow Dancer



A contortionist will entertain your guests during the 
first two hours by bending, twisting, and stretching 

their body in ways that your guests have never seen!

Contortionist
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Roaming entertianment is a great way to bring entertainers right to your guests.  A towering stilt 
walker will roam the venue for the first two hours providing fun and interactive entertainment to 

your guests.  Stilt walkers make the perfect photo op for unique selfies.

Stilt Walker



Glowing LED Spheres will be added to the seated tables to create a unique centerpiece that complements the 
Cirque-inspired theme.  You can select the color of each sphere to create a custom look!

Centerpieces
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To transform the venue, fabric can be draped from the ceiling to make guests feel as if they have stepped 
into a circus tent.  Gold and crimson fabric will add an elegance to the room.

Draped Fabric

Add-ons
*Note that the following add-on options are not included in the quote, but can be added for an additional fee to enhance your prom.  These are suggested items that 
complement the cirque-inspired theme.  Because of the additional fees, these items cannot be swapped out for items included in the Prom Package 
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What’s more entertaining than a magician performing unexplainable magic for your guests?  A strolling 
magician can perform personal and close-up magic right befor your guests’ eyes!  Strolling magic is perfect 

for your prom because it allows your guests to interact with and participate in the magic tricks. 

Strolling Magician
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Mind reading and mental persuasion are sure to shock and amaze your guests.  The mentalist will bewilder 
guests by reading their minds and guessing what they are thinking.  Can the mentalist guess the one phone 
number chosen out of an entire city phonebook?  Will the mentalist identify a randomly select word from 

page in book?  Guests will be left dumbfounded as the mentalist makes them question their reality!

Mentalist
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